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TEK036 ANTI-STONECHIP GREY
1.

Introduction
A range of high quality rubberised coatings designed to provide body panel protection from physical traffic induced damage.

2.

Where to use
Lower body panels including sills and valences.

3.

Where not to use
This product is a specific rubberised coating, and should be used only for the intended application.

4.

Benefits
n Protects against stone chip damage
n Prevents corrosion
n Protection against stone chip damage
n Protection against paint cracking and scratching
n Helps deaden sound and vibration

5.

Physical properties [Stoneguard bases except where stated].
Appearance
Black, white or grey viscous liquids.
pH
Not applicable
Specific Gravity
0.97 – 1.10
Viscosity
5,500 cPs maximum
Non Volatiles % m/m
35 - 45
Active Content % m/m, as supplied
20 - 30
Flammability, as supplied
Extremely flammable, flash point below -20°C
Composition Data, as supplied
A solution of a styrenated rubber and hydrocarbon resins in a blend of solvents.
Other components include plasticizers, pigments and extenders, thixotropes and
wetting agents, dispersed in a butane/propane/isobutane based propellant.
Volatile Organic Content, as supplied
Compliant with EU Directive 2004/42/CE
Service Temperatures
Up to 80°C.
Application Temperatures
10 - 25°C

VOC
2004/42/IIB(e)(840)

590
6.

Application Details
Ensure surfaces are clean, dry, and free from oils, traffic film, greases, tars etc. Wipe over the surface with TEK038 Universal Degreaser, to
remove any tar or asphalt deposits, and allow to dry. Mask the area to prevent over spray. Undertake a small test application on an
inconspicuous area prior to use to ensure suitability for use. Shake the can thoroughly for at least two minutes. Repeat shaking at regular
intervals during use. Spray from a distance of 20 to 30cm. Thinly applied coats built up at 10-15 minute intervals will achieve the best result.
Allow at least 24 hrs between applying final coating and any over-painting that may be required. After use invert can and spray to clear nozzle.

7.

Availability
500ml aerosol

James Briggs Ltd

Manufactured by JBL European leaders in the
manufacture of aerosols and consumer chemicals.
JBL has been manufacturing specialist chemicals for
more than 180 years, trusted innovators since 1830.

